
ChessFest 2019 Schedule 

 

 

1:00 

Welcome and Introduction  

1:00-1:10 

Ongoing Activities  

1:10-4:30 

 

 

Learn to Play Chess 

 

2:00 

Simultaneous Chess – Expert  

  1:10 - 2:10  

 

Blitz Chess - Tournament 1 

1:10 - 2:10  

 

 

Open Chess 

 

 

3:00 

Parents Vs Kids 

 

 

Bughouse Chess 

2:20 - 3:20  

Chess Match Display 

2:30-3:20  

 

 

NSCA Chess Puzzle Table 

 

4:00 

 

Simultaneous Chess - President 

3:30 - 4:30  

 

Blitz Chess - Tournament 2 

3:30 - 4:30  

 

Dal Chess Trivia Table 

 

 

5:00 

Closing and Prize Draw 

4:30-4:45 

NSSCA Quiz Table 

 

Simultaneous Chess  A high-level chess player takes on 12 players simultaneously. Play against an 

expert or the President of the NSSCA! Participants earn a prize draw ballot. 

Blitz Chess Tournament A fast-paced speed chess tournament, each match is limited to 5 minutes 

per player, so play fast and think faster! Winners of each tournament will 

receive medals. 

Bughouse Chess A variation on chess played in teams of two, each playing their own game 

with an opponent. When a player takes a piece, it goes to their partner, who 

gets to "place" it into their own match. The top 3 teams will receive medals! 

Chess Match Display Watch a match between two chess experts on a DGT Board, a computerized 

chess board that will display the game live on screens around the hall. 

Ongoing Activities All the activities below (in grey) will be going on during the entire ChessFest, 

drop in anytime you aren’t doing anything else! 

Learn to Play Chess/Open Chess A place where beginners can learn chess from our resident chess educators, 

and more experienced players can start up a game with anyone! Drop by to 

earn a ballot for a prize draw. 

Parents Vs Kids A casual drop in tournament where parents are matched against kids, the 

team with the most points, wins! Every match earns a prize draw ballot. 

NSCA Chess Puzzle Table Join the Nova Scotia Chess Association for some challenging chess puzzles. 

Find the solutions to earn a ballot for a prize draw. 

Dal Chess Trivia Table Visit the Dalhousie Chess Society Table, learn about their society, and take 

some chess trivia to earn a ballot for a prize draw. 

NSSCA Quiz Table Learn about the Nova Scotia Scholastic Chess Association, our tournaments 

and events and much more. Answer a quiz to earn a ballot for a prize draw! 


